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ABSTRACT
We present a combined optical and X-ray analysis of the rich cluster ABELL 1882 (A1882) with the aim of
identifying merging substructure and understanding the recent assembly history of this system. Our optical data
consist of spectra drawn from the Galaxy and Mass Assembly survey, which lends itself to this kind of detailed
study thanks to its depth and high spectroscopic completeness. We use 283 spectroscopically confirmed cluster
members to detect and characterize substructure. We complement the optical data with X-ray data taken with
both Chandra and XMM. Our analysis reveals that A1882 harbors two main components, A1882A and A1882B,
which have a projected separation of ∼2 Mpc and a line of sight velocity difference of vlos ∼ −428+187−139 km s−1.
The primary system, A1882A, has velocity dispersion σv = 500+23−26 km s−1 and Chandra (XMM) temperature
kT = 3.57 ± 0.17 keV (3.31+0.28−0.27 keV) while the secondary, A1882B, has σv = 457+108−101 km s−1 and Chandra(XMM) temperature kT = 2.39 ± 0.28 keV (2.12 ± 0.20 keV). The optical and X-ray estimates for the masses of
the two systems are consistent within the uncertainties and indicate that there is twice as much mass in A1882A
(M500 = 1.5–1.9 × 1014 M) when compared with A1882B (M500 = 0.8–1.0 × 1014 M). We interpret the
A1882A/A1882B system as being observed prior to a core passage. Supporting this interpretation is the large
projected separation of A1882A and A1882B and the dearth of evidence for a recent (<2 Gyr) major interaction in
the X-ray data. Two-body analyses indicate that A1882A and A1882B form a bound system with bound incoming
solutions strongly favored. We compute blue fractions of fb = 0.28±0.09 and 0.18±0.07 for the spectroscopically
confirmed member galaxies within r500 of the centers of A1882A and A1882B, respectively. These blue fractions
do not differ significantly from the blue fraction measured from an ensemble of 20 clusters with similar mass and
redshift.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The observed properties of the large scale structure in our
universe are well described by a ΛCDM cosmological model
(Springel et al. 2006). Within this model the formation of
structure progresses in a hierarchical fashion, culminating with
the formation of clusters of galaxies. Hierarchical cluster growth
occurs via several modes with varying degrees of impact on the
state of the cluster, from the benign continuous infall of material
from the surrounding filaments, to the high impact merger of two
approximately equal mass clusters. Simulations indicate that a
significant fraction of both the mass and galaxies in massive
(∼1014−15 M) clusters at the current epoch have been accreted
through minor and major cluster mergers (∼40%–50%; Berrier
et al. 2009; McGee et al. 2009). Therefore, it is important
that we understand the impact of this process on the cluster
constituents and, in particular, how this violent environment
affects the resident galaxies.
12 Australian Research Council Super Science Fellow.
Initial indications that cluster mergers may affect the star
formation in the resident galaxies came from observations of
the Coma cluster, where Caldwell et al. (1993) discovered an
excess of rapidly evolving post-starburst galaxies coincident
with a merging subgroup to the southwest of the cluster core.
Further investigation by Poggianti et al. (2004) revealed that
galaxies with evidence for recently truncated episodes of star-
burst activity were co-spatial with intra-cluster medium (ICM)
substructures associated with the dynamical evolution of the
cluster. This indicates that an interaction with the dynamically
evolving ICM may be responsible for the triggering and/or trun-
cation of star formation in these galaxies. Simulations support
this conclusion and show that it is possible that the high ICM
pressure a galaxy experiences during the core-passage phase of
a merger can trigger star formation (Roettiger et al. 1996; Bekki
& Couch 2003; Kronberger et al. 2008; Bekki et al. 2010) while
the high relative velocity of ICM and galaxies can enhance
ram pressure stripping of the interstellar medium, leading to a
sharp truncation of star formation (Fujita et al. 1999). Observa-
tions at optical and radio wavelengths of several other merging
1
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clusters support this scenario (Caldwell & Rose 1997;
Venturi et al. 2000, 2001, 2002; Miller & Owen 2003;
Giacintucci et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2006; Johnston-Hollitt et al.
2008; Hwang & Lee 2009; Ma et al. 2010; Owers et al. 2012).
Since the timescales for the radio and star forming phases of
galaxies (1–100 Myr) are shorter than typical merger timescales
(∼ Gyr), a detailed understanding of the dynamics and merger
stage of the cluster are crucial when attempting to interpret the
observed galaxy populations.
The combination of multi-object spectroscopy with X-ray
spectro-imagery has proven a powerful tool in understanding
cluster mergers (Owers et al. 2009c, 2011b; Maurogordato et al.
2008, 2011; Ma et al. 2009, 2010; Barrena et al. 2007). The
multi-object spectroscopy allows efficient collection of large,
highly complete, samples of spectroscopically confirmed cluster
member galaxies. These member galaxies act as excellent kine-
matic probes that can be used to first identify merger related
substructures, and then to determine substructure characteris-
tics. These are important for constraining merger configurations,
such as velocity dispersion and the line of sight (LOS) velocity
with respect to the parent cluster. High fidelity X-ray data, such
as that provided by the Chandra and XMM-Newton satellites,
maps the distribution and thermodynamic properties of the ICM.
The collisional nature of the ICM means that it provides a num-
ber of morphological and thermodynamic signatures of merger
activity such as shocks (Markevitch et al. 2002, 2005; Russell
et al. 2010; Macario et al. 2011; Owers et al. 2011b) and cold
fronts (Markevitch et al. 2000; Vikhlinin et al. 2001; Markevitch
& Vikhlinin 2007; Owers et al. 2009b). These signatures are ex-
tremely useful in inferring the direction of motion of structures
(Maurogordato et al. 2011), the merger velocity perpendicular
to our LOS (Markevitch et al. 2002), and also for understanding
if a merger is observed at pre- or post-pericentric passage. The
complementary nature of these two probes of cluster mergers al-
lows tight constraints to be placed on merger configurations and
histories, allowing a more complete understanding of the merger
process and the identification of regions which are currently, or
have recently been, affected by the cluster merger.
In this paper we present a detailed analysis of the cluster
ABELL 1882 (hereafter A1882) utilizing the highly complete
Galaxy and Mass Assembly (GAMA) spectroscopic data along
with archival Chandra and XMM data. A1882 is the richest
cluster in the GAMA group catalog (Robotham et al. 2011)
where it was allocated 264 members, median redshift z =
0.1394 and velocity dispersion σ = 833 km s−1. It is an Abell
richness class 3 (Abell 1958) and was included in the Morrison
et al. (2003) multiwavelength study of rich Abell clusters where
an X-ray luminosity LX(0.5–2.0 keV) = 3.02 × 1043 erg s−1
was measured. A1882 was notable in this study as having the
highest fraction of blue galaxies, fb = 0.28. The isopleth maps
presented there showed a complex multi-modal distribution
in galaxy surface density, while the X-ray images revealed
multiple peaks in the ICM distribution, indicating that A1882
is not a relaxed system and may be undergoing a merger.
However, these substructures may simply be due to fore- and
background structures aligned along the LOS that are not
physically associated with A1882. Moreover, the low resolution
X-ray images used in Morrison et al. (2003) are prone to
point-source contamination while the projection-effect-prone
isopleth maps give little information on the details of the
merger. These merger details are necessary to understand the
impact of cluster mergers on the member galaxies and cannot
be achieved by shallow, large-area surveys which do not obtain
high spectroscopic completeness in dense environments.
The aim of this paper is to answer two questions. (1) What
is the dynamical state of A1882; is it in a pre- or post core
passage merger phase? (2) What is the nature of the apparently
high blue fraction within A1882 and is it anomalous? The first
question is addressed by using a sample of spectroscopically
confirmed cluster members selected from the GAMA survey,
along with archival Chandra and XMM data, to detect and
characterize substructure. The high spectroscopic completeness
(∼99% even in dense cluster environments) and depth (r <
19.8) of the GAMA survey is crucial to allow the robust
identification and characterization of dynamical substructure,
which is usually only attainable through pointed observations.
To address the second question, we make use of the GAMA
Group Catalog (Robotham et al. 2011) to select a benchmark
sample of mass- and redshift-matched clusters for comparing
blue fractions. This study forms part of a larger body of work
aimed at understanding the impact of hierarchical structure
formation on cluster galaxies. In previous studies, we have
provided detailed pictures of the merger states of several clusters
ranging from post-core passage major mergers (Owers et al.
2009a, 2011b, 2012) to minor mergers first identified by the
existence of cold fronts (Owers et al. 2009b, 2009c, 2011a).
In a forthcoming paper, we will compare the galaxy properties
across the spectrum of cluster dynamical states in order to assess
the effect of the merger induced rapidly changing environment.
In Section 2 we describe the GAMA, Chandra and XMM
data used in this study. In Section 3 we present the analysis of
the optical data which includes determination of cluster mem-
bership and techniques used for the detection of substructure.
In Section 4 we present the X-ray analysis. In Section 5 we
determine subcluster masses, discuss merger scenarios and de-
termine whether the blue fraction in A1882 is truly anomalous.
We summarize our results and present conclusions in Section 6.
Throughout this paper, we assume a standard ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7. For
the assumed cosmology and at the cluster redshift (z = 0.1389;
Section 3.2) 1′′ = 2.45 kpc.
2. DATA
2.1. GAMA Data
GAMA13 is a multi-wavelength data endeavor built around
a highly complete (99%) spectroscopic survey of ∼240,000
galaxies to a limiting magnitude of r = 19.8 (Driver et al. 2009,
2011). The majority (around 85%) of the spectra were taken
at the 3.9 m Anglo Australian telescope with the AAOmega
instrument. AAOmega is a bench-mounted, dual-beam spec-
trograph fed by 392 fibers which are positioned on the prime-
focus-mounted Two Degree Field instrument (Saunders et al.
2004; Smith et al. 2004; Sharp et al. 2006). The target selec-
tion is described in detail in Baldry et al. (2010), the tiling
in Robotham et al. (2010), the instrument configuration, ex-
posure times and redshift measurement details in Driver et al.
(2011) while the data processing is described in Hopkins et al.
(2013). The majority of the remaining ∼15% of spectra come
from the Two-degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey (Colless
et al. 2001) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) DR7
(Abazajian et al. 2009) with the remainder coming from sources
listed in Driver et al. (2011). In this paper we utilize only a small
13 www.gama-survey.org/
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Table 1
Summary of the Nine Chandra X-Ray Pointings
ObsIDs R.A. Decl. Texp Cleaned Texp
(ks) (ks)
12904 14:15:06.60 −00:29:27.60 32.94 30.61
12905 14:15:06.60 −00:29:27.60 32.94 30.89
12906 14:15:06.60 −00:29:27.60 32.94 29.37
12907 14:14:24.50 −00:22:37.90 13.20 12.26
12908 14:14:24.50 −00:22:37.90 12.93 12.93
12909 14:14:24.50 −00:22:37.90 13.20 12.18
12910 14:14:57.90 −00:20:55.70 16.49 16.49
12911 14:14:57.90 −00:20:55.70 16.23 16.23
12912 14:14:57.90 −00:20:55.70 16.22 15.20
portion of the spectroscopic redshifts (drawn from SpecCatv17
in the GAMA-II survey), specifically, those found within a 24
arcmin radius centered on the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) in
A1882 (R.A. = 14 : 15 : 08.39, decl. = −00:29:35.7).
2.2. Archival X-Ray Data
We use archival X-ray observations of A1882 taken with
XMM-Newton using the European Photon Imaging Camera
(EPIC) in 2003 February (ObsID 0145480101) and with the Ad-
vanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) onboard Chandra
in 2011 March, September, and December. The EPIC observa-
tions were performed in full-frame mode with the medium filter
for a total exposure times of 23.3 ks and 21.7 ks for the metal
oxide semi-conductor (MOS) and PN CCD arrays, respectively,
centered at R.A. = 14:14:48.0, decl. = −00:24:00.0. The nine
Chandra pointings used the ACIS-S array and were centered on
the back-illuminated S3 chip and were taken in VFAINT data
mode. The Chandra observations are summarized in Table 1.
2.2.1. XMM-Newton
The XMM Observation Data Files are reprocessed using
the XMM-Newton Science Analysis Software (SAS; version
12.01) tasks emchain and ephain for the MOS and PN data,
respectively. The data are filtered for periods of high background
due to soft proton flares with the espfilt task. Roughly 50% of
the MOS observations were rejected due to flare contamination
leaving cleaned exposure times of 11.0 ks and 11.6 ks for MOS1
and MOS2, respectively. The PN data were severely affected by
flares, with roughly 70% rejected as being contaminated by
flares, leaving 6.9 ks of clean exposure.
For the XMM imaging analysis, we make use of blank sky and
filter wheel closed (FWC) observations produced by the EPIC
background team and tailored to the observations14 (Carter &
Read 2007). These datasets are filtered to exclude periods of
high background evident in the 10–12 keV and 2–7 keV band
light curves. We use the imagBGsub software15 to produce back-
ground corrected images using a double background subtraction
procedure. Briefly, this method uses the FWC observations to
subtract the instrumental background from both the blank sky
observations and a source free region in the observations leaving
only the cosmic X-ray background. Due to differences in sky
pointings between the observations and blank sky datasets, there
are small differences in the soft X-ray background flux. This is
accounted for by comparing the cosmic X-ray background flux
14 http://xmm.vilspa.esa.es/external/xmm_sw_cal/background/index.shtml
15 http://www.sr.bham.ac.uk/xmm3/scripts.html
in the blank sky with that in a source-free region in the ob-
servations. The comparison is made in four energy bands in the
0.5–2.5 keV range with the differences used to make vignetting-
corrected “soft excess” images. These soft-excess images are
combined with instrumental and cosmic X-ray background im-
ages to produce a total background which is subtracted from
the observations. Images are binned to have 4′′ × 4′′ pixels and
are restricted to the 0.5–7 keV energy range. Corresponding
exposure maps which correct for vignetting are also produced.
Spectral analyses are performed in the 0.5–7 keV energy
range. Auxiliary response files (ARFs), which correct filter
transmission, quantum efficiency, effective area are generated
with the SAS task arfgen. Redistribution matrix files (RMFs)
which describe the response as a function of energy, are gener-
ated with the SAS task rmfgen. For background subtraction, we
use blank sky observations produced by the EPIC background
team and tailored to the observations16 (Carter & Read 2007).
To account for the soft background excess due to differences in
sky pointings between the observations and blank sky datasets,
we extract spectra and responses for an annular region which is
free of source emission. We extract a background from the same
region of the blank sky observations. We use XSPEC to simulta-
neously fit residual soft X-ray background emission for all three
cameras with two unabsorbed, redshift zero, solar metallicity
MEKAL models. The best fitting temperatures were found to
be kT = 0.17 ± 0.02 keV and kT = 0.59 ± 0.02 keV. This
background model, corrected for the ratio of the extraction re-
gion areas, is included in determining the mean temperatures
presented in Section 4.2. The inclusion of this extra background
increases the measured temperature by ∼10%.
2.2.2. Chandra
The Chandra level 1 data were reprocessed using the
chandra_repro tool within the CIAO package (version 4.4;
Fruscione et al. 2006) with the latest gain and calibration files ap-
plied (CalDB version 4.4.7) and VFAINT background cleaning
applied. Light curves were extracted from source-free regions
and examined for periods of high backgrounds due to flares. No
significant flares were detected and the cleaned exposure times
for the pointings are listed in Table 1.
For both imaging and spectral analyses, we use the period E
blank sky observations.17 The blank sky files were processed in
the same manner as the observations and reprojected onto the
sky to match the observations. For imaging and spectral analysis,
the backgrounds are normalized to match the observation counts
in the 10–12 keV band where the Chandra effective area is close
to zero and the counts are dominated by the particle background.
This procedure leads to background subtraction accurate to a few
percent for energies >2 keV. However, the softer, diffuse X-ray
background is known to vary over the sky. To account for this,
we extract spectra from the S1 chip which is not contaminated
by point sources and is free from cluster emission. There is a
clear residual excess below 2 keV after background subtraction.
This excess is well-fitted by two unabsorbed MEKAL models
with abundance set to the solar value and temperatures of
kT = 0.20 ± 0.01 keV and kT = 0.82 ± 0.03 keV. Including
this soft component, scaled by the ratio of the region areas, in the
spectral fits performed in Section 4.2 result in a ∼7% increase
in the measured temperatures.
16 xmm.vilspa.esa.es/external/xmm_sw_cal/background
17 See cxc.harvard.edu/contrib/maxim/acisbg.
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3. CLUSTER KINEMATICS AND SUBSTRUCTURE
3.1. Cluster Membership
Cluster membership was achieved using a two-step approach.
First, we identify candidate cluster members as those galaxies
lying within a projected radial distance of 3.5 Mpc from the
BCG (R.A. = 14:15:08.39, decl. = −00:29:35.7), having a
redshift quality nQ  3 and a peculiar velocity (defined with
respect to the GAMA redshift of the BCG, zBCG = 0.1389)
of c(z − zBCG)/(1 + zBCG) = ±5000 km s−1. This serves as
a coarse first cut membership allocation and 481 galaxies are
selected in this first step. The membership allocation is refined
using the redshift–space distribution of galaxies and iteratively
applying the caustics method of Diaferio (1999). The caustic
amplitude is proportional to the escape velocity of the cluster
and, therefore, determining the caustic amplitudes as a function
of radius provides an excellent boundary with which cluster
membership can be defined. Briefly, the distribution of galaxies
in peculiar velocity–radius space is smoothed by a Gaussian
kernel with an adaptive smoothing width (with σv = σr where
σv and σr are the smoothing widths in velocity and radius,
respectively) which is proportional to the local density. The
local density is determined from the velocity–radius distribution
which has been smoothed with a kernel of constant width,
although again the smoothing width used for the velocity
and radius are different. The constant smoothing widths are
σr,const = σr,dist/N1/6 and σv,const = σv,dist/N1/6 where σr,dist and
σv,dist are outlier-trimmed estimates of the standard deviations
of the radial and peculiar velocity distributions, respectively.
Here, N is the number of galaxies assigned as cluster members.
We then follow the basic method outlined in Diaferio (1999) to
locate the caustic amplitudes and define membership based on
the position of these caustics. We iterate the procedure until N is
stable and allow galaxies previously rejected as non-members to
be reassigned as members if they fall within the latest iteration
of the caustic boundaries. The caustics method has been shown
to be an accurate mass estimator at large clustercentric radii
(Rines et al. 2003, 2013; Rines & Diaferio 2006; Serra et al.
2011; Alpaslan et al. 2012) and a robust method for allocation of
cluster membership (Serra & Diaferio 2013). For further details,
we refer the interested reader to the excellent explanations of the
caustics method contained within the previously cited works.
The phase-space distribution is shown in the top panel of
Figure 1 where it can be seen that there is significant structure
at vpec  2000 km s−1 which, given the offset at all radii from
the main cluster body, is likely a background structure lying
in projection along the LOS. This structure makes locating
the caustic amplitude difficult and for this reason we choose
to use the well-separated negative vpec caustic amplitude to
define the cluster membership. The caustic amplitude used
to define cluster membership is shown in red, along with its
associated uncertainty (shown only on the outer-side) which is
determined as described in Diaferio (1999). The final sample
of spectroscopically confirmed cluster members contains 283
galaxies within a cluster-centric radius of 3.5 Mpc.
In the bottom panel of Figure 1 we show the spatial dis-
tribution of the fore- and background galaxies within c(z −
zBCG)/(1 + zBCG) = ±5000 km s−1 as filled blue squares and
filled red diamonds, respectively, along with the allocated mem-
bers (filled green circles). The spatial distribution of the fore-
and background galaxies is different from the distribution of
member galaxies. This provides additional support for them not
being associated with the cluster. We also show the positions
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Figure 1. Top panel: phase-space diagram for galaxies with clustercentric
distance within 3.5 Mpc and vpec = ±5000 km s−1 of the BCG. The
boundaries used to define cluster membership using the caustics method are
shown with solid red lines. The outer dashed lines show the 1σ uncertainties
on the caustic boundary (the inner uncertainty is not plotted). Filled black
points show galaxies allocated as cluster members, open red squares show
non-members and filled green stars show the distribution of SDSS redshifts.
Note the significant enhancement in the source density due to GAMA’s superior
depth and completeness compared with the SDSS. Bottom panel: distribution of
foreground (filled blue squares), member (filled green circles) and background
(filled red diamonds) galaxies as determined from the caustics membership
allocation. The spatial distribution of fore- and background galaxies is not
strongly correlated with the spatial distribution of member galaxies indicating
that our interloper rejection is robust.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
of the two BCGs as crosses, along with the cluster center as-
signed to A1882 in Abell et al. (1989; R.A. = 14:14:42, decl. =
−00:19:00) as a plus sign. We note that the Abell center is some
1835 kpc northwest of our assigned cluster center.
3.2. The Peculiar Velocity Distribution
With our sample of cluster members, we use the biweight
estimators (Beers et al. 1990) to measure a cluster redshift of
zclus = 0.1389±0.0002, consistent with the SDSS DR9 redshift
measurement for the BCG of zBCG = 0.13893 ± 0.00003 (Ahn
et al. 2012). Also measured is the cluster velocity dispersion
σv = 525 ± 23 km s−1. The 1σ uncertainties on our cluster
redshift and velocity dispersion measurements are determined
4
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with the jackknife resampling technique. It is worth noting
that our redshift and dispersion measurements are significantly
different from those values reported based on the C4 clustering
algorithm (z = 0.1404, σv = 931 km s−1 from 48 members;
Miller et al. 2005), the RASS–SDSS cluster survey (z = 0.1396,
σv = 733 km s−1 from 55 members; Popesso et al. 2007)
and the GAMA Galaxy Group Catalog (z = 0.1394, σv =
833 km s−1 from 264 members; Robotham et al. 2011). We
can reproduce the results of these earlier works by including
galaxies with c|(z−zBCG)|/(1+zBCG)  2600 km s−1 as cluster
members. This selection includes the background interlopers
removed by our caustics member allocation. Remeasuring the
biweight estimators for this modified member selection, we find
zclus,mod = 0.1402 ± 0.0002 and σv,mod = 932 ± 50 km s−1,
consistent with the larger redshift and velocity dispersion from
earlier results. This indicates that these studies were affected
by interloper contamination from the background galaxies that
our member selection technique successfully rejected. Indeed,
the “modality” and kurtosis measurements provided in the
Robotham et al. (2011) catalogs indicate significant departures
from a Gaussian shape, likely due to the effect of interlopers.
For a dynamically relaxed cluster, the peculiar velocity dis-
tribution is well approximated by a Gaussian shape. The large
peculiar velocities induced during cluster mergers can perturb
this Gaussian shape, particularly when the merger is close to
core-passage and the merger axis is aligned close to our LOS
(e.g., A2744; Owers et al. 2011b). These perturbations are de-
tected as higher order moments in the velocity distribution, such
as the skewness and kurtosis. Here we use the Gauss–Hermite
reconstruction technique to test for non-Gaussianity in the pe-
culiar velocity distribution (see Zabludoff et al. 1993; Owers
et al. 2009c, for a detailed description). Briefly, the velocity dis-
tribution is described by a series of Gauss–Hermite functions
with the Gauss–Hermite moments h0  1 multiplying the best-
fitting Gaussian with mean V and dispersion S, while the h3 and
h4 terms describe asymmetric and symmetric deviations from
a Gaussian shape, respectively. The peculiar velocity distribu-
tion is shown in Figure 2, along with the best-fitting Gaussian
and Gauss–Hermite reconstructions (solid black, and dashed
red curve, respectively). The distribution is well described by a
Gaussian with the measured values of h3 = −0.059 (implying a
negative skewness at the 6% level) and h4 = −0.040 (implying
the distribution is broader than a Gaussian at the 4% level) oc-
curring in ∼15% and ∼27%, respectively, of 5000 simulations
of Gaussian random distribution with the same number, mean
and dispersion as the data.
3.3. Spatial Distribution of Member Galaxies
While the peculiar velocity distribution is an excellent probe
for detecting high velocity merger aligned along our LOS, it
is generally a poor indicator for mergers which are occurring
with the majority of their motion directed perpendicular to our
LOS, e.g., the well-known major merger A3667 has a velocity
distribution which is well described by a single Gaussian
distribution (Owers et al. 2009a). Here, the spatial distribution
of the member galaxies are an excellent probe of substructure,
particularly when the merging structures are well separated and,
therefore, easily discernible as enhancements in the surface
density of the galaxies. The isopleths shown in Morrison et al.
(2003) reveal complex multimodality in the spatial distribution
of galaxies in the direction of A1882. However, those isopleths
are generated without the aid of spectroscopic redshifts and may
be significantly affected by contamination from unassociated
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Figure 2. The histogram shows the distribution of peculiar velocities for member
galaxies within 3.5 Mpc of the BCG in A1882. The solid black line shows the best
fitting Gaussian with parameters shown in the upper left of the plot. The dashed
red line shows the Gauss–Hermite reconstruction of the observed distribution.
The h3 and h4 terms, representing symmetric and asymmetric deviations from
a Gaussian shape, respectively, are not significant and indicate that the shape of
the observed distribution does not differ significantly from a Gaussian.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
structure lying along the LOS toward A1882. We have shown in
Section 3.1 that there exists a great deal of background structure
lying in the direction of A1882. Using our spectroscopically
confirmed members defined in Section 3.1, we can assess
whether the rich structure seen by Morrison et al. (2003) is
present in our sample.
We have applied a two-step adaptive smoothing algorithm to
the spatial distribution of the cluster members in order to reveal
local overdensities in the galaxy surface density. On the first pass
the spatial distribution is smoothed by a Gaussian kernel with an
optimum width which is proportional to number of cluster mem-
bers, N, and the standard deviation of the spatial distribution, σx
and σy , such that σopt = 0.96
√
0.5(σ 2x + σ 2y )N−1/6 (Silverman
1986). This provides an initial estimate of the galaxy surface
density distribution. The initial density estimate is used in the
second pass to define an adaptive smoothing kernel with width
σ
adapt
x,y = λx,yσopt where λx,y = (g/Σinitx,y)1/2, g is the geometric
mean of the first-pass density distribution and Σinitx,y is the ini-
tial estimate of the density at position of interest. The results
of this smoothing procedure are shown as black contours in
Figure 3. Consistent with the analysis of Morrison et al. (2003),
the galaxy surface density shows a rich array of local peaks.
There are two prominent peaks; one is associated with the
BCG (within 100 kpc) and the second, located ∼2 Mpc to
the northwest, lies within 100 kpc of the second rank cluster
galaxy.
3.4. Localized Kinematical Substructure
Having identified the existence of multiple local peaks in the
spatial distribution of galaxies, we now wish to determine if
these structures are also kinematically distinct. This is achieved
by using the κ-test (Colless & Dunn 1996) to search for
departures of the local kinematics around each galaxy in the
member sample from the global cluster kinematics. We define
“local” as the nloc =
√
Nmem nearest neighbors to the galaxy
of interest where Nmem is the number of cluster members
5
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Figure 3. Top left panel: “bubble” plot where the circle radius is proportional to − logPK-S,i where PK-S,i is the K-S probability that the local and global peculiar
velocity distribution are drawn from the same parent distribution. Clusters of large, emboldened circles indicate significant local departures from the global kinematics.
The circles are color coded so that galaxies with negative and positive peculiar velocities are blue and red, respectively. The top right and lower panels show the three
“tomograms” which reveal where the color map shows the 3D density at three central velocities; −525 km s−1, 25 km s−1, and 475 km s−1, with red colors indicating
the highest density and purple colors low density. The black contours in each panel show the adaptively smoothed distribution of member galaxies. The contour levels
range from 10 to 100 galaxies Mpc−2 and the contours increment by 5 and 10 for the levels 10–50 and 50–100, respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
in our sample. The peculiar velocity distribution of the near
neighbors is compared to the global velocity distribution using
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test to assess the likelihood,
PK-S, i, that the local and global distributions are drawn from
the same parent distribution. We note that in defining the global
velocity distribution, we have excluded the nloc =
√
Nmem
members local to the galaxy of interest. A measure of the overall
kinematical substructure present within the cluster is determined
by the summation κtot =
∑Nmem
i=0 − logPK-S,i . The significance
of κtot is determined by comparison to the distribution of 10,000
Monte Carlo realizations of κran. These realizations are produced
by fixing the spatial coordinates for each cluster member and
randomly shuffling the peculiar velocities, thereby erasing any
correlation between position and velocity, and measuring κran.
The κtot = 214 value lies ∼3.8σ from the mean of the
distribution of the κran values and κran  κtot does not occur in the
10,000 realizations. Thus, there is only a very small probability
that the observed κtot value has occurred by chance.
The results of the κ-test are best visualized in the form of
“bubble” plots where, at the position of each member galaxy,
a circle with radius r ∝ − logPK-S,i is plotted. Kinematical
substructures are revealed by regions containing clusters of
large circles in Figure 3. Where the departure is significant,
i.e., the value of PK-S,i occurs in only 5% of the Monte Carlo
realizations, we plot an emboldened circle. To give an indication
as to whether the departure in the local kinematics is due to a
local deviation in the peculiar velocity, we have colored the
circles red or blue in order to indicate positive or negative
peculiar velocities with respect to the cluster mean, respectively.
A number of significantly large, blue bubbles are associated with
the local peak in the galaxy density distribution located ∼2 Mpc
to the northwest, strongly indicating that it is also distinguished
as a local kinematical substructure with a negative peculiar
velocity. The bubble plot shows a number of significantly large
circles near to the BCG, indicating evidence for kinematical
substructure there. However, the colors of the circles indicate
that there is no preference for either negative or positive peculiar
velocities in this region. Therefore, the significant departure of
the local kinematics from the global kinematics revealed here is
likely to be due to differences in the shapes of the local and global
velocity distributions, rather than due to a large local peculiar
velocity difference. For example, the velocity dispersion may
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Table 2
Results from the 3D KMM Clustering Analysis for Two Partitions (Ng = 2) and Excluding Galaxies with Radius >2.5 Mpc
Structure Initial Input Final Output Nmem P(Ng − 1, Ng)
(x, y, v) (σx, σy, σv) (x, y, v) (σx, σy, σv)
Primary (A1882A) (608, 676, 29) (988, 801, 565) (343+105−131, 538+80−98, 93+33−57) (942+54−68, 833+31−57, 500+23−26) 159 · · ·
Secondary (A1882B) (1472, 1120,−566) (354, 422, 439) (1565+44−94, 1172+107−131,−428+187−139) (209+58−37, 299+93−80, 457+108−101) 44 0.00
be enhanced in this region compared with the global velocity
distribution. Alternatively, the contribution of other localized
kinematical substructures to the global velocity distributions
may lead to differences between the local and global velocity
distributions. Finally, the less-significant local peak in the galaxy
surface density distribution which is ∼3 Mpc northwest of the
BCG also harbors significant kinematical substructure and the
galaxies have systematically higher peculiar velocities in this
region.
The majority of the kinematical substructures, particularly the
NW one, show a preference for having either positive or negative
peculiar velocities. A better indication of where these structures
lie in peculiar velocity space can be gleaned from the three-
dimensional (3D) smoothed galaxy density distribution. For the
spatial portion of the smoothing, we apply the same adaptive
kernel as outlined in Section 3.3 while in the velocity direction
we smooth with a Gaussian kernel with a constant width of
σ = 250 km s−1. In the top right and bottom panels of Figure 3
we present tomograms showing the smoothed 3D galaxy density
in velocity slices centered at vpec = −525, 25 and 475 km s−1.
These velocity positions were chosen from the full velocity
range because they reveal where peaks in the 3D distribution lie
in velocity space.
3.5. Characterizing the Substructure
The analyses presented above reveal a significant substructure
∼2 Mpc to the northwest of the main cluster in A1882
which is both spatially and kinematically distinct. Hereafter,
we label this northwestern substructure A1882B, while the
central, main cluster is labeled A1882A. We now wish to more
accurately constrain the kinematics of A1882B with the aim
of obtaining a better understanding of the mass and merger
history of this system. To do this, we utilize the Kaye’s Mixture
Modeling (KMM) algorithm (Ashman et al. 1994) to estimate
the mean velocities and dispersions of A1882A and A1882B.
This algorithm has been extensively used for characterizing
substructure within clusters (e.g., Colless & Dunn 1996; Barrena
et al. 2002; Boschin et al. 2006; Maurogordato et al. 2008;
Girardi et al. 2008; Owers et al. 2009a, 2009c, 2011b).
The algorithm fits a user-specified number of N-dimensional
Gaussians to the data using the maximum likelihood method
to determine the best fitting parameters. In our case, we wish
to exploit all of the available data, and so we fit the full 3D
distribution of galaxies. While the assumption of a Gaussian
shape for the spatial distribution of galaxies in a cluster is not
physically well motivated the KMM methodology has been
shown to work well with spatial information alone (Kriessler
& Beers 1997). Another limitation of the KMM algorithm
is that it can be significantly affected by the presence of
outliers. Preliminary test runs of the algorithm indicate that the
two substructures located to the northwest at radii >2.5 Mpc
significantly affect the stability of the KMM fits to A1882B.
Thus, we exclude galaxies beyond 2.5 Mpc for the remainder of
our analysis.
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Figure 4. Top panel: the spatial distribution of galaxies allocated by KMM to
the primary structure, A1882A, are shown as filled black circles, while those
allocated to the secondary, A1882B, are shown as large red filled circles. The
black contours show the same adaptively smoothed galaxy surface density
distribution as in Figure 3. Bottom panel: the vpec distribution of galaxies
allocated to A1882A (left) and A1882B (right) by the KMM algorithm. The
relevant details of the fit parameters are presented in Table 2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
The KMM algorithm requires fairly robust initial estimates
of the 3D positions and dispersions of the substructures, as well
as estimates of the fraction of galaxies within the substructure.
The initial estimates for the spatial positions of the substruc-
tures are obtained from the peaks in the galaxy surface density
distribution Section 3.3. The initial mean velocities and veloc-
ity dispersions are estimated in apertures surrounding the local
peaks in the galaxy surface density distribution and are listed
in Table 2 along with the parameters returned by the best fit-
ting KMM models. Uncertainties on these parameters are deter-
mined from the distribution of 5000 non-parametric bootstrap
resamplings of the data where KMM has been re-run on the
resampled data, producing new best-fitting parameters. The top
panel in Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of the galaxies
allocated to the A1882A and A1882B by the KMM algorithm,
as well as the corresponding velocity histograms (bottom panel,
Figure 4).
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Figure 5. Left panel: combined, background subtracted and exposure corrected Chandra image. A light (6′′ FWHM) smoothing has been applied to the image. The
red and blue diamonds show the positions of the BCGs associated with A1882A and A1882B, respectively. The red and blue annuli show the 0.15 − 0.5r500 regions
used to extract the spectra to determine the subcluster temperatures in Section 4.2. Right panel: combined, background subtracted and exposure corrected XMM image
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (12′′ FWHM). The green contours show the same galaxy isopleths that are presented in Figure 3.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
In its original form the KMM algorithm was designed to
assess one-dimensional distributions for bimodality and return
a P-value which provides a quantitative assessment of the
improvement in going from a unimodal to a bimodal fit. This is
achieved by comparing the likelihood ratio test statistic (LRTS)
to a chi-squared distribution. However, as noted in Ashman
et al. (1994) the P-value only gives a useful indication of the
improvement in the fit for the specific case of a one-dimensional,
homoscedastic (i.e., equal variances) bimodal versus unimodal
fit. Our data fail these criteria on two accounts; they are 3D and
non-homoscedastic. We overcome this issue using the method
described in Owers et al. (2011b), i.e., we use parametric
bootstrapping to determine the probability of obtaining a LRTS
as large as that observed. Briefly, this is achieved by resampling
the best fitting single Gaussian 3D model 5000 times, refitting
for both the single and two-Gaussian cases using the same input
estimates listed in Table 2, and determining the distribution of
the LRTSs. As can be seen in Table 2, the P-value returned by
this analysis is low (in fact, none of the bootstrap LRTSs were
as high as the observed one), thus the two-mode fit provides a
much better description of the data than does a one-mode fit.
4. X-RAY STRUCTURE AND TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTIONS
Detection of the optically defined substructures at X-ray
wavelengths will confirm their nature as significant substruc-
tures while their X-ray temperatures can be used to estimate
their masses. Moreover, the collisional nature of the ICM means
that past or ongoing merger activity may be revealed as fea-
tures detected in X-ray images or in the derived thermody-
namic maps (e.g., shocks, cold fronts, multiple components;
Markevitch et al. 2002; Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007; Owers
et al. 2009b, 2011b; Russell et al. 2010). Therefore, the X-ray
data provides an excellent diagnostic of the recent merger
history which complements the kinematical information pro-
vided by the optical spectroscopy.
4.1. Imaging Analysis
The combined, background subtracted and exposure cor-
rected Chandra and XMM images are shown in the left and
right panels of Figure 5, respectively. The green contours over-
laid onto the XMM image show the same density contours as
those presented in Figure 3. There is clearly diffuse, extended
emission associated with both A1882A and A1882B confirm-
ing their nature as bona-fide, gravitationally bound systems.
The emission associated with A1882A and A1882B appears
fairly regular and lacks obvious edges or structures associated
with merger activity. We also note the dearth of any bright core
emission associated with a cool core. The emission associated
with A1882A appears elongated with position angle roughly
aligned along a SE–NW axis. A number of point sources are
spread across the field, many of which are associated with clus-
ter members, and the most notable of which is located ∼8.′8
to the north of A1882A and is associated with a spectroscopi-
cally confirmed cluster member. These bright point sources are
easily identifiable in the high-resolution, deep Chandra images,
but are likely to have gone undetected in the Morrison et al.
(2003) study, where the lower resolution, shallower ROSAT All
Sky Survey (RASS) images were used to measure the X-ray
luminosity. This is likely to have lead to a poor (probably over)
estimate of the X-ray luminosity for A1882.
In the top left panels of Figures 6 and 7, we show zoomed ver-
sions of the Chandra images for A1882A and A1882B, respec-
tively, which have been smoothed with an adaptive Gaussian
kernel with width varying from 4′′ to 79′′  10–200 kpc and set
such that the signal to noise (S/N) in each pixel is ∼10. Point
sources detected with the wavdetect software are masked dur-
ing the adaptive smoothing. In the top right of Figures 6 and 7
we show RGB images created from SDSS gri-band data with
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Figure 6. Top left: an adaptively smoothed Chandra image of A1882A. For each pixel, the 1σ smoothing radius is determined such that the S/N ∼ 10 in the pixel of
interest. The smoothing radius ranges from 3′′ in the brightest regions to 75′′ in the faintest regions. The black contours show the significant positive residuals after
subtraction of a smooth Beta model fitted to the cluster emission. Top right: SDSS RGB image of A1882A generated from the i-, r- and g-band images. Bottom left:
adaptively smoothed Chandra hardness ratio map where the 1σ smoothing is set such that for each pixel the relative uncertainties in the (2–5 keV)/(0.3–2 keV) image
ratio are 20%. The solid circles show the 1σ smoothing length ranges. The dashed circles show the regions used to extract spectra for the soft region and its surrounds.
Bottom right: Chandra temperature map. The color bar shows the temperature scale in keV. The solid circles show the range in radii from which spectra are extracted.
Contours from the adaptively smoothed image are overlaid onto the SDSS RGB image, hardness ratio image and temperature map. These maps do not reveal any
obvious signatures of major merger activity. Both the temperature and hardness ratio maps reveal evidence for cool gas in the very central regions which may indicate
the presence of a cool core.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
contours from the adaptively smoothed Chandra images over-
laid. The peak in X-ray emission associated with A1882A is
offset from the position of the BCG by ∼26′′ (64 kpc) in the di-
rection of the ring-like distribution of galaxies to the NW. This
offset may be an indication of past merger activity. Consider-
ing A1882B, the lower surface brightness and shorter exposure
time compared with A1882A mean a larger smoothing scale is
necessary to obtain the S/N ∼ 10 at each pixel. At these large
smoothing scales, we do not see a significant offset between the
BCG and the peak in the X-ray emission.
Along with the offset in the BCG position and the peak in
the X-ray emission for A1882A, there appears to be a mild
asymmetry to the southeast at larger radii. To highlight this
feature, we use the method of Neumann & Bo¨hringer (1997)
to produce residual significance maps which highlight faint
departures from a smooth Beta-model which is fitted to the data.
Briefly, we use the Sherpa (Freeman et al. 2001) package to fit a
two-dimensional (2D) Beta-model, plus a constant background,
to the surface brightness distribution of A1882A. The Beta
model is defined as
S(r) = S0
[
1 +
(
r
r0
)2]−α
+ B, (1)
where r is the radius which is centered at (x0, y0), S0 is
the amplitude of the surface brightness and r0 is the core
radius. The best fitting parameters are presented in Table 3.
The model is subtracted from the data and the residual map
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, but for A1882B. There does not appear to be strong evidence for cool gas in the temperature map, although this may be due to the
poor spatial resolution of the map. The higher spatial resolution afforded by the hardness ratio map indicates softer emission is associated with the peak in the X-ray
emission, which may indicate cool gas associated with a cool core. The dashed white annular sector shows the region used to extract spectra which confirm that the
arc-shaped region of hard emission is hotter than the mean cluster temperature.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Table 3
Parameters for a 2D Beta Model Fit to the Chandra X-Ray Surface Brightness Distribution of A1882A and A1882B
Subcluster x0, y0 S0 α r0 Ellipticity Position Angle B
(deg, J2000) (10−7) (kpc) (deg) (10−8)
A1882A (213.7796, −0.4932) 2.56+0.12−0.11 1.22+0.15−0.12 162+18−17 0.30+0.02−0.02 31+2−2 7.27+0.14−0.15
A1882B (213.6007, −0.3795) 1.72+0.18−0.16 1.53+0.68−0.39 152+50−36 0.26+0.05−0.06 8+7−8 7.38+0.20−0.26
Notes. The units of S0 and B are photons cm−2 s−1 pixel−2 where the pixel size is 3.′′936 × 3.′′936. The uncertainties associated with x0 and y0 are ∼1′′
for A1882A and ∼2′′–3′′ for A1882B.
is smoothed by a Gaussian with σ = 20.′′4 = 50 kpc. This
smoothed residual map is divided by an error map, which
is generated assuming Poissonian statistics (see Neumann &
Bo¨hringer 1997), resulting in a residual significance map. The
contours from this residual significance map are overplotted
onto the adaptively smoothed image shown in the top left panel
of Figure 6. The contours run from 1σ to 4σ with intervals of
1σ and show a mildly significant (∼2σ ) positive residual to
the southeast. There are two other enhancements of note, one
just north of the X-ray peak and another to the northeast of
the cluster peak. Each of the excesses coincide with features
in the adaptively smoothed images. These faint residuals may
also be evidence of past merger activity. We also present
parameters for a Beta model fit to A1882B in Table 3. A similar
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Table 4
Temperatures Measurements for Various Regions of Interest in A1882A and A1882B
Region Temperature Abundance Source Counts
(keV) (Z) 0.5–7 keV
A1882A (MOS1+MOS2+PN, r < 0.5r500) 3.31+0.28−0.27 0.17+0.12−0.10 2434
A1882A (MOS1+MOS2+PN, 0.15r500 < r < 0.5r500) 3.50+0.41−0.33 0.11+0.14−0.12 1927
A1882A (Chandra r < 0.5r500) 3.57+0.17−0.17 0.29+0.08−0.07 10450
A1882A (Chandra 0.15r500 < r < 0.5r500) 3.64+0.25−0.21 0.28+0.10−0.08 8044
A1882A (Chandra r < 0.15r500) 3.50+0.25−0.24 0.32+0.13−0.11 2847
A1882A (Chandra cool spot) 2.82+0.63−0.50 0.42+0.37−0.24 578
A1882A (Chandra outside cool spot) 4.74+0.96−0.66 0.50+0.40−0.29 1573
A1882B (MOS1+MOS2+PN, r < 0.5r500) 2.12+0.20−0.20 0.25+0.13−0.10 1349
A1882B (MOS1+MOS2+PN, 0.15r500 < r < 0.5r500) 2.14+0.27−0.25 0.31+0.19−0.13 1030
A1882B (Chandra r < 0.5r500) 2.39+0.28−0.28 0.21+0.11−0.10 2178
A1882B (Chandra 0.15r500 < r < 0.5r500) 2.18+0.35−0.25 0.13+0.11−0.08 1603
A1882B (Chandra r < 0.15r500) 2.87+0.64−0.36 0.53+0.42−0.24 576
A1882B (Chandra hot arc) 3.58+0.67−0.51 0.78+0.47−0.36 671
Notes. The regions involving r500 are shown in Figure 5 while the regions associated with the cool spot in A1882A are shown in the
bottom left panel of Figure 6 and the region associated with the hot arc in A1882B is shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 7.
residual significance map was generated, although no notable
enhancements were found.
4.2. X-Ray Temperatures of the Substructures
The mean emission-weighted temperature of the ICM is
an excellent proxy for cluster mass (Finoguenov et al. 2001;
Popesso et al. 2005; Vikhlinin et al. 2009). Here, we wish to
place A1882A and A1882B on the M500 −TX,500 relation of Sun
et al. (2009) in order to obtain an independent mass estimate
for comparison with our kinematical mass measurements in
Section 5.1. We use the XMM and Chandra data to estimate
the TX,500, the mean X-ray temperature within the annulus
0.15r500 < r < r500,18 where r500 is the radius within which
the average density is 500 times the critical density of the
universe. However, the XMM and Chandra observations are
not deep enough to trace the cluster emission to larger radii
(r > 0.5r500). Therefore, we measure the temperature within
the annulus defined by 0.15r500 < r < r2500 to obtain TX,2500
where r2500  0.5r500. We then use the empirical relation
TX,500/TX,2500 = 0.89 (Sun et al. 2009) to extrapolate to TX,500.
The annuli used for both A1882A and A1882B are shown in
Figure 5. Point sources were removed during the extraction of
the X-ray spectra. In order to facilitate a fair comparison with
the kinematical masses, we use the r500 defined in Section 5.1.
For the XMM observations, the spectra extracted for the dif-
ferent cameras are fitted simultaneously with the normalizations
allowed to vary and the temperatures and abundances tied. Sim-
ilarly for the Chandra observations, spectra taken with different
pointings are also fitted simultaneously. The results are pre-
sented in Table 4 where it can be seen that, within the uncertain-
ties, the temperature and abundance measurements agree well
between XMM and Chandra. For comparison, we also include
temperature and abundance measurements with the core region
included. The inclusion of the core region does not significantly
affect the measured temperature.
We also include in Table 4 results of fits to Chandra spectra
extracted from the central 0.15r500 region of A1882A and
18 The central 0.15r500 region is removed to ensure that any emission
associated with a cool core does not bias the temperature measurement low.
A1882B. The temperature was measured in these regions in
order to search for signs of gas which is significantly cooler
than the mean ICM temperature which may be associated with
a cool core. Since cool cores can be destroyed during a head-
on major merger, the existence of a cool core may be evidence
against a recent major merger. The measured temperatures of
3.50+0.25−0.24 keV and 2.87+0.64−0.36 keV for A1882A and A1882B,
respectively, are not significantly different from the mean cluster
temperatures.
4.3. Temperature and Hardness Ratio Maps
for A1882A and A1882B
Maps of the ICM temperature in clusters often reveal evidence
for past merger activity in the form of hot regions due to
shocks and compression, or cool structures due to “sloshing”
of cool core gas induced by a recent core passage (Ascasibar
& Markevitch 2006). The archival Chandra observation of
A1882A has sufficient source counts to generate a temperature
map with reasonable spatial resolution. To that end, we use
the method described in Randall et al. (2008) to generate the
temperature map shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 6.
The method is as follows. We produce a background subtracted,
combined image which is binned to 4′′ × 4′′. For each pixel we
generate a radius map where the radius is defined so that the
circular region contains 500 0.5–7 keV background-subtracted
counts. At each pixel, we extract a source and background
spectrum from a circular region defined by the radius map. The
more computationally expensive responses (ARFs and RMFs
weighted by the 0.5–2 keV flux) are produced on coarser
16′′×16′′ grid. The spectra are fitted in XSPEC with an absorbed
MEKAL model with temperature free to vary and where the
hydrogen column density, redshift and abundance are fixed at
nH = 3.22 × 10−20 cm−2 (Dickey & Lockman 1990), z =
0.1389 and 0.3 Z, respectively. Also included in each fit is the
correction for the soft X-ray background component described
in Section 2.2.2. We also present a temperature map for A1882B
in the bottom right panel of Figure 7. However, the lower surface
brightness and shorter exposure time mean that there is a high
degree of correlation between the temperature measurements in
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each of the pixels. This is indicated by the range in extraction
region size, shown as white circles in the bottom right panel
of Figures 6 and 7, which reveal that the extraction region radii
range from 17′′–67′′ (41–164 kpc) and 35′′–91′′ (87–222 kpc) for
A1882A and A1882B, respectively.
Given the poor resolution of the temperature map for A1882B,
we produce the hardness ratio (HR) maps for the Chandra
observations of A1882A and A1882B which are shown in the
bottom left panels of Figures 6 and 7. The HR maps are produced
by taking the ratios of the background subtracted, exposure
corrected 2–5 keV (hard) and 0.3–2 keV (soft) images. The
hard and soft images are smoothed with an adaptive Gaussian
kernel with smoothing width set such that the relative errors
on the HR at each pixel are ∼20% (a similar method is used
in the adaptive binning formalism of Sanders & Fabian 2001).
Since they require fewer source counts to obtain a significant
measurement, the HR maps serve as excellent proxies for X-ray
temperature but allow higher resolution maps to be produced at
the expense of quantitative knowledge of the X-ray temperature
(Henning et al. 2009).
Verification of the validity of the HR maps comes from
comparing the HR map for A1882A with its high resolution
temperature map (see the temperature map for A1882B) in the
bottom left and right panels in Figure 6, respectively. These
maps reveal that the core of A1882A does in fact harbor
cooler (2.5–3 keV) gas than its immediate surrounds where
the temperature increases to ∼4.5 keV. At larger radii, there
are patchy regions of hot (7 keV) gas to the east, along with
pockets of cool (∼2.5 keV) gas ∼120′′ to the west and south.
There is a clear correlation between hard and soft regions defined
in the HR map and hotter and cooler regions in the temperature
map. However, the higher resolution HR maps reveal that the
cool gas ∼120′′ west of the core is in fact not connected by a
finger of cool gas to the core, as indicated in the temperature
map. This is likely an artifact caused by the lower resolution of
the temperature map. We confirm that this region is cooler than
its surrounds by comparing the temperature measured within a
circular region encompassing the soft emission to that measured
in a surrounding annular region. The spectra and responses are
extracted from the Chandra data and the regions are shown in
the bottom left panel of Figure 6. The results are presented in
Table 4 and reveal that the patch of soft emission ∼120′′ to
the west has kT = 2.82+0.63−0.50 while the surrounding gas has
kT = 4.74+0.96−0.66, confirming the results of the temperature and
HR maps.
While the temperature map for A1882B does not reveal
any correlation with the X-ray surface brightness, the HR
map clearly shows that the core region is dominated by softer
emission. This softer emission may be due to either the presence
of cool gas or gas with higher metallicity. The spectral fits
presented in Table 4 indicate that the latter may be more
likely; the temperature is not lower in the core region, but
that the best-fitting metal abundance is higher than the average
value, although with large uncertainties. Deeper observations
are required to measure the temperatures and abundances with
better precision and would help to explain the origin of the softer
emission. The HR map also reveals a striking arc-shaped region
of hard X-ray emission. The temperature maps reveal hotter
(∼3 keV) gas in the vicinity of this region, although the arc-
shaped morphology is not as clear. To confirm the temperature
of this hot arc, we extract spectra and responses from the
Chandra data in the region shown in the bottom left panel of
Figure 7. We fit an absorbed MEKAL model to the spectra and
measure a temperature of kT = 3.58+0.67−0.51 keV, consistent with
the temperature map values, and confirming that this region is
hotter than the mean temperature measured for A1882B.
5. DISCUSSION
Based on comprehensive optical spectroscopy from the
GAMA survey and archival X-ray data from both XMM and
Chandra we have detected and characterized substructure in
the cluster A1882. In this section, we discuss the substructure
properties and attempt to use this information to understand the
ongoing merger activity. The critical question we wish to under-
stand is whether the two main substructures have undergone, or
are about to undergo, a core passage.
5.1. The Detected Substructures and Their Masses
Our analysis indicates that two substructures dominate the
mass budget in the A1882 system. The first is the main structure
associated with the brightest cluster member (A1882A) which
has velocity dispersion σvpec = 500 km s−1 and temperature
kT = 3.6 keV. The second, A1882B, is located ∼2 Mpc
northwest of the main structure has velocity dispersion σvpec =
457 km s−1, temperature kT = 2.1 keV and is associated with
the second brightest cluster member. The X-ray and optical data
allow the estimation of masses for A1882A and A1882B which
will be used to understand the merger kinematics in Section 5.2.
Optical estimates of the subcluster masses were determined
using the virial estimator
M(r < rap) = Mvir − C = 3π2
σ 2v RPV
G
− C (2)
as defined by Girardi et al. (1998) where rap is the aperture radius
within which we measure the mass, σv is the dispersion of each
cluster given in Table 2, C = 0.19Mvir is the surface pressure
correction term which allows for the cluster mass distribution
external to rap, and
RPV = Nap(Nap − 1)∑Nap
i=j+1
∑i−1
j=1 R
−1
ij
(3)
is the projected virial radius with Rij being the projected
separation of the ith and jth galaxies and Nap the number
of galaxies within rap. For A1882A, we initially set rap =
r200 =
√
3σv/H (z) which gives the radius within which the
mean density is 200 times the critical density at the cluster
redshift (Carlberg et al. 1997). This gives an estimate of the
radius within which the cluster is virialized and, thus, the region
within which it is suitable to obtain virial mass estimates. To
refine our r200 estimate, we follow the method of Popesso
et al. (2005) where the initial value of M(r < rap) is used
along with an empirical estimate for the average cluster mass
profile from Katgert et al. (2004) to bootstrap to a new, more
accurate, r200. We iterate this process of estimating r200 and
remeasuring M(r < r200) until the r200 value converges. For
A1882B, the initial rap value is constrained to the radius of the
most distant KMM-assigned member which is smaller than the
r200 estimated using its velocity dispersion. Thus, for A1882B
we use the method of Popesso et al. (2005) to estimate r200
and assume an Navarro–Frenk–White profile with concentration
c = 4 to extrapolate from the M(r < rap) value to obtain
M(r < r200). We repeat the above procedure to determine
r500 and M(r < r500), noting that we can directly measure
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Table 5
Estimates of Mass within Different Radii for Structures A1882A and A1882B
Structure Rap r500 r200 MVir,ap MVir,500 MCaust,500 MTX,500 MVir,200 MCaust,200
(kpc) (kpc) (kpc) (×1014 M) (×1014 M) (×1014 M) (×1014 M) (×1014 M) (×1014 M)
A1882A 1157 769 1260 2.4+0.4−0.4(3.0+0.4−0.4) 1.5+0.3−0.3(1.8+0.3−0.3) 1.6+0.5−0.5 1.9+0.2−0.2 2.6+0.4−0.3(3.2+0.5−0.4) 2.6+0.7−0.7
A1882B 753 657 970 1.0+0.5−0.5(1.3+0.6−0.6) 0.9+0.5−0.4(1.1+0.6−0.5) · · · 0.8+0.2−0.1 1.2+0.6−0.6 · · ·
Notes. The values in brackets are the virial mass estimates before the surface pressure correction, C, is applied.
M(r < r500) for A1882B and do not rely on extrapolation. The
rap, r500, r200, M(r < rap), M(r < r500), and M(r < r200) values
for A1882A and A1882B are listed in Table 5. For A1882A,
we also present equivalent masses measured using the caustics
method (see Diaferio 1999; Serra et al. 2011; Alpaslan et al.
2012 for details of the method).
For comparison, we derive masses for A1882A and A1882B
using the M500 − kT relationship derived by Sun et al. (2009).
The procedure for measuring TX is detailed in Section 4.2. The
uncertainties on theM500−TX relation, as well as those on our TX
measurements are propagated into the final mass measurement
presented in Table 5. Within the uncertainties, there is good
agreement between the mass measurements derived from the
different methods. This consistency provides confidence that
the measured masses are robust and indicate that the secondary
structure, A1882B, is indeed significant being roughly half as
massive as A1882A.
5.2. Merger Scenario: Post- or Pre-pericenter?
A key question which this study has aimed to address is the
stage of the merger in A1882, i.e., are we observing a pre- or
post-pericentric system? For the reasons outlined below, we as-
sert that A1882A and A1882B have not undergone a head-on
major merger in the recent past. First, the analysis presented
in Section 5.1 indicates that the mass ratio of A1882A and
A1882B is ∼1:2. Therefore, if A1882A and A1882B have re-
cently undergone a direct head on collision it would have been
quite a high-speed, violent event. The collisional nature of the
ICM means that such a high-speed major merger should pro-
duce significant distortions in the X-ray morphologies of both
subclusters. In addition, shocks and compression of the ICM
will produce complex temperature structures observable in the
temperature maps. These effects are clearly illustrated in merger
simulations (Roettiger et al. 1996; Poole et al. 2006) and obser-
vations of post-core-passage major mergers (Knopp et al. 1996;
Jones & Forman 1999; Markevitch et al. 2002; Maurogordato
et al. 2011; Owers et al. 2011b). On the contrary, the mor-
phology and temperature structures for A1882A and A1882B
(Figures 6 and 7) do not reveal strong evidence for significant
recent merger activity. Second, simulations of major head-on
collisions indicate that dynamical friction significantly retards
the subcluster’s motion, meaning that the apocentric distances
are generally much less than the virial radius (∼1 Mpc for
A1882A; Tormen et al. 2004). Therefore, the large projected
separation (∼2 Mpc) of the two subclusters indicates that it is
highly unlikely that A1882A and A1882B are observed after a
head on collision. An alternative post-pericentric passage sce-
nario which involves a less penetrative, high impact parameter
merger is also unlikely. Even for high mass ratio minor mergers,
the gravitational effects of the pericentric passage of a subclus-
ter produce long-lasting (> Gyr timescales), easily observable
“sloshing” cold fronts (Markevitch et al. 2001; Ascasibar &
Markevitch 2006; Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007; Owers et al.
2009c, 2011a; Johnson et al. 2010; Roediger et al. 2011; Ma
et al. 2012) in Chandra images. More subtle low-entropy tails
may also be observed in the less-massive subcluster after such
an event (e.g., Johnson et al. 2010). We see no evidence for such
features in the X-ray data for either A1882A or A1882B. Thus,
our interpretation is that A1882A and A1882B are observed in
a pre-merger stage.
If A1882A and A1882B have not previously had a core
crossing, it is appropriate to ask if they form a bound system
and, if so, are they currently moving apart or coming together
and likely to merge in the future. To that end, we perform a
two-body analysis using the method of Beers et al. (1982) and
explained in detail in Owers et al. (2009c). The model assumes
that the clusters are point sources, had zero separation at t = 0,
are either moving apart or coming together for the first time
since their initial zero separation, and travel along radial orbits.
As input, the model requires the time elapsed since t = 0,
the projected separation and the LOS velocity. The projected
separation, Rp = 1923 kpc, is the distance between the two
BCGs located in the centers of A1882A and A1882B. The LOS
velocity for A1882B, VLOS = −428 km s−1 is taken with
respect to the cluster redshift and is the value determined in our
KMM analysis in Section 3.5. The time elapsed, t = 11.7 Gyr
is the age of the universe at z = 0.1389 for our assumed
ΛCDM cosmology. Given these inputs, we solve for the mass
as a function of α, the angle that the vector joining the two
clusters makes with the LOS (for a diagram of the assumed
geometry see Figure 7 in Beers et al. 1982). In Figure 8 we
present the solutions for the bound and unbound cases as solid
red and green lines, respectively. The dashed red and green lines
show the range of mass solutions due to the uncertainty in the
measured VLOS for A1882B, where a lower VLOS has bound
solutions with lower masses and, conversely, bound A1882B
solutions for a higher VLOS require a larger total mass for the
system. Shown in blue is the measured total mass of the system,
Mtot = MA1882ACaust (r < R) + MA1882BVir,200 . Here, we leverage the
caustic technique’s ability to reliably trace the mass profile of a
cluster beyond the virial radius (Rines et al. 2013) to determine
MA1882ACaust (r < R), the mass of A1882A within radius r < R
where R = Rp/cos(α). Due to its lower mass and the difficulty
in disentangling the members of the more massive A1882A in
the phase-space diagram, we do not measure a caustic mass for
A1882B. Instead, we simply use the virial mass reported for
A1882B in Table 5 in determining Mtot.
The possible solutions for A1882B’s orbit occurs where the
blue line (Mtot) intersects the red and green lines (the bound
and unbound solutions, respectively) in Figure 8. At no point
does the blue line intersect the green line, meaning that there
are no unbound solutions for A1882B’s orbit given the observed
input parameters. There are three possible bound solutions for
A1882B’s orbit and these are listed in Table 6. The relative
probability, Prel, for each of the three solutions is determined
as in Brough et al. (2006) and relies on the assumption that
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Figure 8. The results of the two-body analysis showing the binding mass as a
function of inclination angle, α. The red curves show the bound solutions while
the green show unbound solutions. The blue curve shows the total mass of the
system enclosed with R = Rp/cos(α) as determined from the caustics mass
profile for A1882A and the estimated M200 for A1882B. The dashed curves
show the 1σ uncertainties. Possible solutions for A1882B’s orbit are found
at the intersection of the blue and red/green curves. The black curve shows
the region delineating bound and unbound (shaded region) solutions to the
Newtonian binding criterion which indicates that A1882A and A1882B form a
bound system for a large range in α.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
the three orbital solutions are equally likely. According to this
analysis, the least likely solution (Prel = 5%) is that of a bound
outgoing,BO, orbit, i.e., A1882B is observed prior to apocentric
passage, is moving away from A1882A at ∼435 km s−1 along
an axis within ∼10◦ of our LOS and lies ∼10.8 Mpc in front
of A1882A. There are two bound incoming solutions which
are approximately equally probable. Schematic representations
for these two solutions are presented in Figure 9. The first
solution (left panel, Figure 9), BIA, places A1882B behind and
traveling toward A1882A shortly after the first apocenter with
R ∼ 5.1 Mpc, and V ∼ −462 km s−1 along an axis aligned
to within ∼22◦ of our LOS. The second solution (right panel,
Figure 9), BIB, places A1882B’s orbit closer to the plane of
Table 6
Solutions for A1882B’s Orbit as Determined from the Two Body Analysis
Shown in Figure 8
Orbit α R V Prel
(deg) (Mpc) ( km s−1) (%)
BO −80+3−4 10.8+6.8−2.3 435+4−4 4
BIA 68+13−20 5.1+6.8−2.2 −462+28−111 50
BIB 22+11−4 2.1
+0.2
−0.1 −1152+352−223 46
the sky (i.e., inclined at ∼68◦ to our LOS), with the distance
between the two clusters, R ∼ 2.1 Mpc, being closer to
the observed projected separation, and traveling with a higher
velocity V ∼ −1152 km s−1.
Also shown as a solid black line in Figure 8 is the dividing
line between regions for which the Newtonian binding criterion,
V 2LOSRP  2GMsin2α cosα, holds. Solutions with masses
such that they do not obey this criterion and, therefore, are
unbound, are shaded. Comparing Mtot with the Newtonian
binding criterion shows that the system is bound for a large
range in α. The probability that the system is bound is pbound =
100 × ∫ α2
α1
cosα dα = 73% where α1 = 16◦ andα2 = 87◦ are
the angles at which the observed masses (blue curve in Figure 8)
intersects the solid black curve.
While we argue that A1882A and A1882B are unlikely
to have had a recent encounter, there is some evidence for
a dynamical disturbance in the central regions of A1882A.
Namely, the offset of 64 kpc between the BCG and X-ray peak
positions and the intriguing ring-like distribution of galaxies.
There are also subtle signatures of dynamical activity at larger
radii in the form of the excess of emission to the southeast
and a region of cool gas 120′′ west of the center of A1882A
(Figure 6). The offsets in the gas and BCG positions and the
faint excess may indicate remnant bulk motions of the ICM
in A1882A due to a past merger, while the cool gas may
be the remnants of gas stripped during a previous merger.
However, evidence for a cool core is present in the form of
gas cooler than the average ICM temperature of A1882A seen
in the central part of the temperature map (Figure 6). The
existence of a cool core indicates that the disturbance must
Figure 9. Schematic representations for the two most probable bound and incoming orbital solutions presented in Table 6. The left panel shows the schematic for
the BIA solution where A1882B is observed just after passing apocenter and has just begun its descent onto A1882A. The right panel shows the BIB solution where
A1882B’s 3D distance is very close to the observed projected separation.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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have been minor, since major head on mergers destroy cool
cores (Poole et al. 2008). Alternatively, any major interaction
must have been sufficiently long ago so as to have allowed time
for radiative cooling to re-establish a cool core (i.e., 2 Gyr;
Go´mez et al. 2002; Poole et al. 2008). That A1882A harbors
evidence for dynamical activity which is not associated with
A1882B is not surprising, particularly given the hierarchical
nature of structure formation. In this sense, the A1882 system is
similar to other binary clusters such as A399/A401 (Sakelliou &
Ponman 2004), A1750 (Belsole et al. 2004) and A1758 (David
& Kempner 2004) where the main components are observed
prior to merging, while simultaneously exhibiting evidence for
previous mergers.
5.3. The Cluster Blue Fraction
A principal driver for this study was to understand the high
blue fraction measured by Morrison et al. (2003) for A1882.
Given our conclusion in Section 5.2 that A1882A and A1882B
are observed prior to pericenter, we can rule out the effects of
a major merger on the galaxies producing an enhanced blue
fraction. With our spectroscopic data, we are in a position to
test two further hypotheses which may explain A1882’s blue
fraction. (i) Is the blue fraction artificially enhanced by the
contamination due to the background structure identified in
Section 3.1 which is nearby in redshift space but not physically
associated with the cluster? (ii) Is the blue fraction anomalously
high, or is it normal when compared with other clusters with
like mass?
5.3.1. Hypothesis (i): Is There Contamination
by the Background Structure?
To test the hypothesis that the background structure lying
close to A1882 in redshift may be artificially enhancing the blue
fraction, fb, measured by Morrison et al. (2003), we compare
the fb measured for spectroscopically confirmed members of
A1882A and A1882B with the fb determined using a statistical
background correction. If the background structure is boosting
the measured cluster blue fraction, then this should be evident as
a significantly higher fb measurement when using the statistical
background subtraction method compared with the fb for the
spectroscopically confirmed cluster members.
To measure fb for the spectroscopically confirmed members
of A1882A and A1882B, we first need to estimate the position
of the cluster red-sequence and then to use this to define
blue galaxies. This is achieved by using an outlier resistant
linear regression algorithm to fit a line to all spectroscopically
confirmed cluster members of A1882 with g − r > 0.9 (this
cut removes the majority of blue-cloud members) and r  19.4.
We define blue galaxies to be those that are bluer than a 2σg−r
offset from the fitted cluster red-sequence where σg−r is the
standard deviation of the residuals around the fitted line. The
results of the fit and the line defining blue galaxies are shown
in Figure 10 along with the cluster member color–magnitude
relation. We then determine fb = Nb/Ntot within the radius
r < r500 for A1882A and A1882B, where Nb is the number
of blue galaxies and Ntot is the total number of galaxies. For
the spectroscopically confirmed members of A1882A we find
fb = 0.28 ± 0.09 (Nb = 11, Ntot = 40) and similarly for
A1882B we find fb = 0.18 ± 0.07 (Nb = 7, Ntot = 39)
where the uncertainties are calculated under the assumption
of a Poissonian distribution.
To determine the fb using background subtraction, we follow
a similar method to that used by Urquhart et al. (2010). We use
Figure 10. Color–magnitude diagram for spectroscopically confirmed cluster
members (filled black circles). The solid red line shows the fit to the red-sequence
members and the red dot-dashed line shows the dividing line for defining blue
galaxies.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
all galaxies within r500 and with magnitudes 15 < r < 19.4
regardless of whether they are confirmed cluster members. We
measure NB,clus and Ntot,clus using the definition of a blue galaxy
derived above. We then define an annulus around the cluster
with radius 6–20 Mpc which is to be used to determine the
background corrections to fb. We define 1000 regions which are
randomly distributed within this annulus and with radii 3r500.
We use each background region to compute a blue fraction using
Equation (4) of Urquhart et al. (2010, see also Pimbblet et al.
(2002))
fb = NB,clus − ANB,back
Ntot,clus − ANtot,back , (4)
where NB,back and Ntot,back are the number of blue galaxies
and total number of galaxies for the background regions,
respectively, measured in the same manner as for the cluster
regions. The background counts are scaled by A = 1/9 which
is the ratio of the cluster to background region area. For
A1882A, the biweight mean of the distribution of fb values is
〈fb〉 = 0.24 ± 0.03 and for A1882B 〈fb〉 = 0.23 ± 0.02 where
the uncertainties are the biweight standard deviations of the
distributions and reflect the scatter in fb due to the background
placement.
The two different methods for measuring fb are consistent
within the uncertainties for both A1882A and A1882B. There-
fore, we conclude that the background structure has had no
significant impact on the fb measurement. The blue fraction
measured for the background structure (i.e., those galaxies with
1200 < vpec < 3000 km s−1 in the top panel of Figure 1) is
fb = 0.48 ± 0.1 which is ∼1.5 and 2.5 σ higher than the fb
for A1882A and A1882B, respectively. Thus the blue fraction
is larger in the background structure although, given its spatial
distribution is different from that of the A1882 system (bottom
panel in Figure 1), it appears to have had no effect on the sta-
tistical measurements of fb for A1882A and A1882B. Based on
these results, we can rule out hypothesis (i).
5.3.2. Hypothesis (ii): Is the Blue Fraction Anomalously High When
Compared to Similar Clusters?
The fb measured for A1882 in Morrison et al. (2003) appears
to be anomalously high when compared with other clusters
of similar redshift and richness in their sample. Our analysis
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has shown that A1882 is comprised of two clusters with mass
∼1014 M. The results of Urquhart et al. (2010) indicate that
the cluster blue fraction shows trends with both redshift and
X-ray temperature (i.e., cluster mass) in the sense that the
blue fraction increases with increasing redshift and decreasing
temperature. Therefore, to determine if the blue fraction in
A1882 is truly anomalous, we must compare our measured
values for A1882A and A1882B with blue fractions measured
for clusters within a similar redshift and mass range. With that
in mind, we utilize the GAMA group catalog of Robotham
et al. (2011) to select a sample of 46 clusters with similar
redshift (0.1 < z < 0.18) and velocity dispersion (300 <
σv < 700 km s−1) to A1882A and A1882B to be used as
a “benchmark” for comparison. We use the updated, deeper
GAMA redshift catalog and the caustics method (Section 3.1)
to assign membership to the benchmark clusters and measured
their virial masses in the same manner as was done for A1882A
and A1882B in Section 5.1. We further culled the sample to
contain only those benchmark clusters with virial masses in the
range 6 × 1013 < MVir,200 < 3 × 1014, which encompasses
the range of masses allowed for A1882A and A1882B given
the uncertainties on their respective mass measurements. We
also cull the sample to exclude those clusters with less than
30 spectroscopically confirmed members, leaving a sample of
20 benchmark clusters. We use these benchmark clusters to
produce an ensemble cluster color–magnitude diagram from
which we measure the blue fraction for comparison to A1882A
and A1882B.
Before producing the ensemble cluster color–magnitude dia-
gram, we must ensure that we are probing the same portion of
the luminosity function for the cluster galaxies across the red-
shift range, and that the magnitudes are K-corrected to the same
reference frame. To that end, we use the K-corrections provided
by Loveday et al. (2012) to correct the g- and r-band magni-
tudes for the A1882 and benchmark sample members to the
redshift z = 0.1 frame. These K-corrections are determined us-
ing the KCORRECT Version 4 2 software (Blanton & Roweis
2007). To ensure we probe the same portion of the luminosity
function for all clusters, we set an absolute magnitude limit of
Mr = −19.87. This limit is determined by the apparent magni-
tude limit of the spectroscopic survey (r = 19.8) and the highest
redshift cluster in the benchmark sample (z = 0.1788). The po-
sition of the red sequence is determined as in Section 5.3.1 using
the K-corrected 0.1(g − r) and 0.1r values for the A1882 cluster
members. Blue galaxies were also defined as in Section 5.3.1 as
those galaxies with 0.1(g − r) colors bluer than a 2σg−r offset
from the fitted cluster red-sequence.
At the brighter absolute magnitude limit, the blue fractions for
the regions within r500 of A1882A and A1882B are fb = 0.25±
0.09 (NB = 9, Ntot = 36) and 0.10±0.06 (NB = 3, Ntot = 31),
respectively. For the ensemble benchmark cluster, we measure
a blue fraction fb = 0.22 ± 0.09 (NB = 88, Ntot = 406)
where the stated uncertainty is the standard deviation of the
distribution of the individual benchmark cluster fb values. Within
this small mass range, we see no significant difference in the
blue fractions as a function of mass. Therefore, we do not
attempt to split our benchmark sample based on mass in order
to compare mass-matched samples to A1882A and A1882B.
While the blue fraction measured for A1882A is larger than the
ensemble value, it is well within the scatter of the distribution of
ensemble clusters and we conclude that A1882A does not have
an anomalously high fraction of blue galaxies. On the other
hand, the blue fraction for A1882B is somewhat lower than
the ensemble blue fraction. Given the large uncertainties and
scatter in the fb measurements, however, we conclude that there
is no statistically significant difference between the ensemble
and A1882B blue fractions.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a detailed analysis of the A1882 system
utilizing comprehensive GAMA optical spectroscopy in combi-
nation with Chandra and XMM X-ray data. The main findings
of this analysis are:
1. Using the combination of the highly complete, deep GAMA
spectroscopy and the caustics membership selection tech-
nique we identify 283 spectroscopically confirmed cluster
members.
2. The cluster redshift is 0.1389 ± 0.0002 and the peculiar
velocity distribution is well described by a Gaussian shape
with velocity dispersion of A1882 is 525 ± 23 km s−1.
This dispersion is significantly lower than previous mea-
surements which were likely affected by the inclusion of
background interlopers at slightly higher redshift.
3. The 2D distribution of member galaxies reveals two major
local overdensities. One is associated with the core of the
main cluster, A1882A, and harbors the BCG. The second,
A1882B, lies ∼2 Mpc northwest of A1882A and is asso-
ciated with the second brightest cluster member. Several
minor local overdensities exist in the cluster peripheries.
4. Combining the spatial and velocity information confirm
A1882B as a dynamical substructure. Using the KMM al-
gorithm to partition the data into two distinct substructures,
we determine that A1882B has vpec = −428+187−139 km s−1
and σv = 457+108−101 km s−1.
5. The Chandra and XMM X-ray data reveal diffuse X-ray
emission associated with a hot ICM coincident with both
A1882A and A1882B. The mean temperature within r500 as
measured by Chandra (XMM) is 3.57+0.17−0.17 keV (3.31+0.28−0.27)
and 2.39+0.28−0.28 keV (2.12+0.20−0.20) for A1882A and A1882B,
respectively.
6. The Chandra images reveal fairly regular X-ray morpholo-
gies for both A1882A and A1882B, with no evidence for
significant disturbance due to merger activity.
7. The kinematical masses agree well with the X-ray masses
and indicate that A1882A (M500 ∼ 1.5–1.9 × 1014 M)
is approximately twice as massive as A1882B (M500 ∼
0.8–1.0 × 1014 M).
8. The dearth of evidence for a strong, recent head-on merger
between A1882A and A1882B leads us to conclude that we
are observing this system prior to merging. The Newtonian
binding criterion indicates that the system has a high
probability of being bound while a two-body kinematical
analysis reveals that A1882B is likely bound and falling
toward A1882A.
9. The fraction of blue galaxies within r500 for both A1882A
and A1882B are not anomalously high when compared with
clusters of a similar mass and redshift.
Our conclusion that A1882A and A1882B are unlikely to
have undergone a head-on, core passage merger in the recent
past rules out a merger-related origin for the relatively high
fraction of blue galaxies reported in Morrison et al. (2003). This
is supported by the evidence suggesting the blue fraction is not
anomalous when compared to a sample of like-mass clusters.
This highlights the importance of a detailed understanding
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of the phase of cluster mergers, and of the masses of the
involved clusters, when attempting to interpret the impact of
cluster mergers on the constituent galaxies. Combining the
comprehensive GAMA data presented here for a pre-merger
cluster with existing data for known post-merger (e.g., A1201,
A3667, A2744; Owers et al. 2009a, 2009c, 2011b) and relaxed
clusters will allow us to assess the impact of hierarchical cluster
growth on the resident galaxies.
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